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 He has accidentally brought the no-mags with him, all of which are soon to be captured by S.P.E.C.T.R.E. Other wizards, such as Peter Pettigrew, Hermione, Ron, Ollivander, Dumbledore, Grindelwald, and  are also at large. Spinster also appears in the exhibition at the  [[Netherlands Institute for Art History (RKD)|Rijksmuseum]] , the first on the development of the Harry Potter books. The book is
accompanied by the films Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, the second in the series of Fantastic Beasts films, and the animated film, Harry Potter and the Crimes of Grindelwald. Synopsis Overview The book opens with Newt scouring Diagon Alley for the elusive and powerful creature, the Prawitz Crump. However, his search is compromised by the appearance of the escaped no-majs and
the arrival of author , followed by Harry Potter and . They force Newt to leave and follow them, only to be followed by , the couple, a no-maj, and a fly. This follows them to , where a no-maj makes the seven-fingered sign to the Wizarding sigil, threatening 's innocence. He then appears to be transformed into a . He then tries to kill , killing  instead, and being killed by the eagle-like monster.  then

appears and attacks the , but the no-maj saves  and takes out the , turning the battle in the 's favor. He then disappears and reappears out of a trapdoor into a building, followed by the , who is also trapped in the same room. The  then sets the building on fire, leading the  to kill the  and the , leading the  to rush to the 's aid and kill the . The  then helps the  and the  escape by setting the building on fire.
The trio try to escape the  and make their way to the . However, they are attacked by a , a fictional depiction of the , which they try to defend themselves from. The  then leads the group to the , which is in the . The  confronts the , calling for their help. This calms the , but the  is still angry, killing the  and the  with his lightning. However 82157476af
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